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Editorial

Make district-wise
plans for

industry
A

fter reorganisation of Telangana state into new
districts, hopes and aspirations for development is on
rise. On 24 October, the Chief Minister
K Chandrasekhar Rao has asked the officials to prepare plans
for development. He directed that “district-wise plans should
be prepared under the ‘Know your district-plan your District’
programme. He also directed that the plan should be prepared
for the next ten years.
Development of any district depends on proper utilization
of resources, identifying priority sectors and all-round industrial development. At present the District Industries Centres
(DICs) are in a very bad shape. DICs which should have been
the important agents in industrial growth at district level have
been reduced to defunct bodies in the United Andhra Pradesh.
First challenge is the establishing of DICs in the districts.
DICs should have basic facilities, and enough personnel.
Every new district should prepare a perspective, data base and
road map for industrial development. It will be another big
task for the industries department as the resources will be in
contiguity in one or more districts and there will be difficulty
in administering them.
The Department of Industries, TSIIC and industry associations should hold discussions to prepare a road map and
guidelines to orient the district level industrial authorities.
Even the industry associations in MSME sector in Telangana
should be ready with a detailed plan for each district. This
will facilitate a comprehensive plan under the enthusiastic
and dynamic leadership of the Chief Minister
K Chandrasekhar Rao and the Industries Minister K T Rama
Rao. This is the way we can make industrial self-reliance of
Telangana which we talked during the Telangana Movement
days.
K.Sudhir Reddy
(Editor-in-Chief)
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New GSt regime

GST rate structure finalised
Panel fixes rates at 5%, 12%, 18% & 28%

I

ndia’s most awaited and ambitious Tax reform took a major
leap with the Centre and states
agreeing on the rates for the Goods
and Services Tax (GST), in the
powerful GST Council on 3 November. The proposed tax structure under GST will come into
effect from April 1, 2017. The
GST will subsume several taxes
including excise duty and VATwill have four rates.
A 4-tier GST tax structure of 5,
12, 18 and 28 %, with lower rates
for essential items and the highest
for luxury and demerit goods that
would also attract an additional
cess, was decided by the GST
Council. Essential items including

8
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food, which presently constitute
roughly half of the consumer inflation basket, will be taxed at zero
• GST will be levied at multiple rates ranging from 0 % to 28 %.
rate to keep inflation under check.
• On nearly half of the consumer inflation basket, including
The lowest rate of 5 % would be
food grains, the GST will be at 0 %
for common use items while there
• Lowest slab of 5% will be for items of common consumpwould be two standard rates of 12
tion
and 18 % under the new GST
• Two standard rates of 12% and 18%, which would fall on
regime.
the bulk of the goods and services including fast-moving
Announcing the decisions arconsumer goods
rived at the two-day GST Council
• Most services are expected to become costlier as the ones
meeting, Finance Minister Arun
being taxed currently at the rate of 15 % are likely to be put
Jaitley said that the GST Council
in the 18% slab
had agreed to zero-rating for
• The services being taxed at lower rates, owing to the provinearly half the items in the Consion of abatement, such as train tickets, will fall in the lower
sumer Price Index (CPI) basket as
slabs
well as major food grains, while
• Ultra luxuries, demerit and sin goods, will attract a cess for
goods of everyday use would ata period of five years on top of the 28 % GST.
tract 5% GST, as against 6% pro• All essential commodities and services, including education
posed earlier.
and health care should feature in the list of special concesInstead of the current slab of 30sional rate of 5% (if not zero rated)
31% on products such as white
goods, which includes excise duty
of 12.5% and state VAT of 14.5%, percentage points that will accrue proposed 6% to 5%, Arun Jaitley
the highest slab under GST will be to the government is being used to said.
28%. The additional benefit of two reduce the lowest slab from the
The cess on luxury and sin
goods, and the clean energy cess
on coal, should help the Centre
mop up around Rs 50,000 crore to
compensate states for any revenue
loss from rollout of GST, which is
run Jaitley has strongly backed the multiple rates for
to subsume a host of central and
Goods & Services Tax, saying it is inevitable as different
state taxes like excise duty, service
items used by different segments of society have to be
tax and VAT, in the first year. The
taxed differently.
GST
will subsume the multitude
“Otherwise the GST would be regressive. Air conditioners and
of cesses currently in place, inhawai chappals cannot be taxed at the same rate. Total tax evencluding
the Swachh Bharat Cess,
tually collected has to be revenue neutral,” Jaitley said in a blog
the Krishi Kalyan Cess and the
post. He said some developed countries, which do not have any
Education Cess. Only the Clean
section of the population below the poverty levels and where ecoEnvironment
Cess is being renomic standards are high, have three-four slabs. The suggestion
tained.
of multiple tax rates has faced criticism from some commentators
“There will be a sunset clause of
who say it will make it difficult to administer the new tax changes.
five years, which will be reviewed
The net gains of a more efficient tax would be felt over a longer
on a year to year basis. Compenperiod of time, once the implementation glitches are resolved, the
sation through tax collections will
Finance Minister said.
have a cascading effect. There will
not be any additional levy,” Arun

new gST regime means …

Multi-rate GST is inevitable, says Jaitley

A
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Taxes- now and future

Jaitley said, while explaining the
rationale for the cess which is
being opposed by some industry
bodies. While tobacco currently
attracts 65% levy, the current rate
on aerated drinks is around 40%.
The 4-tier tax structure agreed
to has slight modification to the 6,
12, 18 and 26 % slab that were
under discussion at the GST
Council last month.The structure
to agreed is a compromise to accommodate demand for highest
tax rate of40% by states like Kerala. While the Centre proposed to
levy a 4 % GST on gold, a final
decision was put off. “GST rate on

According to the latest decision,
the goods of mass consumption will
have a lower tax incidence. Most
challenging task before the policy
makers is the final classification list,
opine tax analysts and industry.
They also feel that, the imposition
of cess is going to be an area of concern from the practical and administrative perspective, is another task
before the government.
Some also suggested a low rate
(Courtesy: The Economic Times)
for education and health. "Lower
rate of 5% for items of mass congold will be finalised after the fit- sumption along with zero rated tax
ting to the approved rates structure structure for essential commodities
of all items is completed and there would make GST less regressive
is some idea of revenue projec- and pocket friendly for common
tions,” Jaitley said.
man.

What will be the impact on MRP?

W

ith use of best estimates and some publicly available information, the likely impact on MRP of the products can be
summarised below:

Do not levy cess:
Assocham
“The idea of levying cess in
order to make a corpus for
compensation to states does
not seem to be feasible. The
additional revenue required
for such compensation can be
collected by increasing the tax
rates (by 1-2 per cent) instead
of levying a cess”
- Assocham Secretary
General D S Rawat

10

Note: Negative changes indicate possible reduction in cost
and positive change indicate rise in cost. Maharashtra VAT rates
have been taken for the computation; Impact of the entry tax
and octroi not captured; Margins in supply chain have been assumed.
(Courtesy: The Economic Times)
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Telangana gets
Ashok Leyland unit

12
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A

nnouncement of any big manufacturing unit brings joy to
MSMEs. Leader in heavy vehicle manufacturing Ashok Leyland’s
agreement with the Government of
Telangana is also such opportunity for
small manufacturers as they can grow
as ancillaries.
Commercial vehicles major, Ashok
Leyland’s 500 crore body building unit
would come in stages according to the
MoU between the state government and
the manufacturing gaint. “Procurement
of vehicles for TSRTC, GHMC and
other state government departments will
be done from the local units”, declared
K Chandrasekhar Rao, the Chief Minister of Telangana. He also suggested
the officials of the state transport department to take advice of Ashok Leyland in improving the mass transport
system. Telangana state with 45 percent
urbanization needs better transport systems and we are working on it, he declared.
“This agreement will further
strengthen the auto industry in the
state”, said K T Rama Rao, Minister for
Industries and IT. One of the focus areas
for Telangana will be to improve public
Make in Telangana i nOVeMBeR 2016

transport and provide efficient transport
for and connectivity to various urban
nodes in the State.
A memorandum of understanding
was signed and exchanged between
Santhi Kumari, Additional Principal
Secretary TS Government and Vinod K
Dasari, Managing Director of Ashok
Leyland Limited, in the presence of
Chief Minister K Chandrasekhar Rao
on 10 October. This body building unit
has the potential to provide direct employment to 1000 and indirect to 500.
While the location of the proposed unit
is yet to be finalised, the project got various benefits as per the TS i-Pass policy
and all necessary clearances.
Ashok Leyland, flagship company of
the Hinduja Group is a leading player in
the country's commercial vehicle space
supplying buses to road transport corporations facilitating urban transport.
Industries Commissioner Manick
Raj, Finance Secretary Naveen Mittal,
TSIIC MD EV Narsimha Reddy, Senior Vice-Presidents of Ashok Leyland P
Venkatraman, E Harihar and Hinduja
Foundation CEO D M Reddy, ED Rajiv
Singhvi were present at the signing programme.
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Two years before, a new state
born after six-decade struggle
for self-rule and identity, was
looked as a novice in the business of governance and in the
governance of business. Today,
it stands tall by topping the list
of ease of doing Business.
Telangana has proved that it
has the inherent strength to
stand up and innate quality to
grab opportunities. It is a proud
movement to cherish by the
State government led by Chief
Minister K Chandrasekhar rao.

From infant
to

a leader

Telangana ranks No.1 in EoDB
14
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T

elangana and Andhra
Pradesh have jointly
topped the 2016 all-India
State/Union Territory-wise Ease
of Doing Business (EoDB) rankings, pushing last-year's topper
Gujarat to the third spot. These
rankings were announced by Nirmala Sitharaman, Minister of
Commerce and Industry on 31
October. These rankings were
awarded on the basis of a 340point business reform action plan
and their implementation by the
states during July 1, 2015 to June
30, 2016.
The World Bank, along with
the Centre's Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion
(DIPP) was involved in the
process of reviewing the evidence submitted by states/UTs
regarding implementation of reforms for the rankings.
“While last year only seven
States had implemented over 50
per cent of the total reform points
and no State had an implementation percentage of over 75 per
cent, this year saw 17 States
crossing the 50 per cent implementation mark and 16 states
have an implementation percentage of over 75 per cent” said,
Nirmala Sitharaman.
The minister said, “There is a
healthy competition among
States on ease of doing business.
This exercise is an important aspect in the government's agenda
to transform India. We are now
looking at broad-basing the reform drive.”
The 340 reform areas are
broadly under categories including construction permit, environ-

mental and labour registration,
obtaining electricity connection,
online tax-return filing, inspection reform, access to information and transparency, single
window, land availability and
commercial dispute resolution.
The Centre plans to soon hold
meetings with states soon to
make changes in the reform areas
through addition and deletion of
certain reform areas.
While World Bank has devised
this ranking format for countries,
in the cases like India, where size
and diversity matters, it is statelevel rankings which can prove
the point. The top ten ranks in
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What is EoDB?

T

he Ease of Doing
Business (EODB)
index is a ranking
system formulated by the
World Bank Group. In the
EODB index, ‘higher rankings’ (a lower numerical
value) indicate better, usually simpler, regulations for
businesses and stronger protections of property rights.
These
rankings
are
counted for 189 countries
and in 10 areas of business
regulation. Rankings and
weightages on each of the
above mentioned parameters
are used to develop an overall EoDB ranking. The parameters are• Starting a Business
• Dealing with Construction Permits
• Getting Electricity
• Registering Property
• Getting Credit
• Protecting Minority Investors
• Paying Taxes
• Trading across Borders
• Enforcing Contracts
• Resolving Insolvency
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2016 included Telangana &
Andhra Pradesh (98.78 per cent
each implementation rate), followed by Gujarat (98.21 per
cent), Chhattisgarh (97.32 per
cent), Madhya Pradesh (97.01
per cent), Haryana (96.95 per
cent), Jharkhand (96.57 per cent),
Rajasthan (96.43 per cent), Uttarakhand (96.13 per cent) and
Maharashtra (92.86 per cent).
How this was made possible?
“Well begun is half done”, is
applicable in the phenomenal
success of Telangana. A visionary
policy ‘TS-iPASS’ made many
things possible in a newly formed
state. The apprehensions of business and industry circles on the
entrepreneurial aptitude of Telangana, serious power crisis, despair
in
MSME
sector,
uncertainties about the future of
industry- were the characteristics
which explained the state of affairs in the first days. TS-iPASS
which is acclaimed as one of the
best industrial policies of the
world has paved way for this success.
Telangana’s Industrial Approval system with it’s principle
of ‘minimum Government and
maximum governance’ has paved
way for the policies like TSiPASS
online
portal
(www.ipass.telangana.gov.in)
which catered as a one stop shop
for information, online application, payment of fees & tracking
and issue of approvals. Other aspects like Self-certification, Development
Permission
Management System (DPMS) in-
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Efforts which made
a difference

T

hese are the efforts put
in by the State Government for EoDB since 1st November, 2015
 66 rounds of meetings
held at state level over
last 9 months.
 Number of Departments
involved: 22
 Legislations amended is
26
 Number of GOs issued:
58
 Number of Circulars issued: 121
 Number of portals created
/ updated: 19
 Number of online services launched: 113
 Highest number of services launched: Labour
Dept (22 services)

troduced by HMDA and same
day approvals- has made business and entrepreneurship to
come and survive in Telangana
even in times of global economic
crisis.
A series of meetings held with
industry associations, prioritizing
the goals like overcoming the
power-cuts, showcasing the potentialities of the state to the
world and energizing and empowering the bureaucracy were a
few strategic steps helped Telangana to achieve the impossible in
a short span of time. Competing
with a state like Gujarat which
has a culture of entrepreneurship
needs a vision mixed with zeal.
The Chief Minister K Chandrasekhar Rao’s dynamic and visionary leadership and Industries
Minister K Taraka Rama Rao
leading from the front has attracted global investments into
the state.
Now it is Quality of Doing
Business, says KTR
“Plans would be announced
soon on how the state governIndustries,
Investments & Jobs
This district-wise data related of number of new industries came up, the size
of the investment and employment created between
1 January 2015 and 1 November 2016 after TS-ipass
came into effect. A total of
2,550 new industries came
up with an investment of
Rs 44,791 crores, creating
employment for 1,60,894.
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India improves, still long way to go
India ranks 130 in ease of doing business, says World Bank report

T

here is a solace at the
same time a reason to
worry. Good news is
India jumped 12 points and
ranks at 130 in the Ease of
Doing Business. Reason to
worry is, it may have become
easier for Indian businesses to
start a business, but their access
to credit and ease of paying
taxes has worsened, according to
the World Bank’s Doing Business Report 2016.
India improved its position on
three counts- starting a business,
getting construction permits and
accessing electricity- in the latest edition of the Ease of Doing
Business Index, but saw its performance worsen with regard to
two parameters- accessing credit
and paying taxes.
In the areas that India’s performance has improved, the
biggest improvement was under
the head of ease of ‘access to
electricity’, where it moved up
29 spots to 70.

Here are the highlights
of the report:
• Obtaining a permanent electricity connection for a
newly constructed warehouse was limited to the city
of Mumbai, which has the
best electricity distribution
utilities operating in the
country.
• In ‘getting credit’ ranking
has slipped from 36 to 42,
implying that it has become
much more difficult to get
credit in India despite the
government’s efforts at financial inclusion and pushing ease of credit delivery.
• India slipped one spot in the
criteria of ease of paying
taxes.
• India moved up nine spots in
the criteria of starting a business to 155 in 2016 from 164
last year and its ranking for
dealing with construction
permits also moved up one
spot to 183.

• However, in the area of protecting minority interests of
shareholders, India is ranked
at eight, its best ranking
across all parameters.
• India is ranked 178 in the parameter of enforcing contracts and 136 on the
parameter of resolving insolvency.
• Insolvency issues and enforcing contracts through legislations such as the bankruptcy
law and public contracts dispute resolution bill- areas
where it is languishing in the
overall Ease of Doing Business rankings.
“In the past year, India eliminated the paid-in minimum capital requirement and streamlined
the process for starting a business. More reforms are ongoingin starting a business and other
areas measured by Doing Business- though the full effects are
yet to be felt,” said the World
Bank Report.

ment would bring down the cost
of doing business and improving
the quality of doing business”,
said K Taraka Rama Rao after
Telangana topping the list of
EoDB. “Now it is Quality of
Doing Business”, he declared.
The minister said that, after
the launch of TS-iPASS, the new
industrial policy, the state got
2,550 industries with an invest-

ment of 44,791 crore to provide
direct employment to 1.61 lakh.
Explaining the efforts put in by
the state government since November, 2015 for getting the best
rank in EoDB, the minister said
officials conducted 66 rounds of
meetings in nine months involving 22 departments. Timely issuance of GOs, circulars,
creation and updation of web

portals and launching of online
services helped to reach the investors and industrialists, he said.
Rama Rao explained that 57
separate registers were integrated
and they were reduced to Form 1
and 2 for the convenience. Reduction of the number of inspections helped the investors
considerably, he added. For low
risk industries, which accounts
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for 75 percent of the industries in the state, it was one
inspection in five years,
Rama Rao said. For medium
risk industries (15 per cent),
there will be one inspection
in every three years and for
high risk industries (10 per
cent), there will be one inspection in one year.
Even the change of rule in
Pollution Control norms
made a difference. Previously the Pollution Control
Board license validity was
for one year which is now
increased up to five years.
The factory license renewal
time has been increased to
10 years from the earlier one
year, he said.
Future optimistic
The State Government of
Telangana has a huge task
ahead. These initial victories
are the medallions for the intent and attempts. Now it is
the implementation and expansion of these efforts, lies
on the state government and
the entrepreneurial community of the state. Industries
Ministry and industry need
to gear up for the next phase
of ‘Doing Business’. Along
with the parameters of
EoDB, attaching importance
to MSME-friendly, Manufacturing-oriented and equal
spread of industries across
all the districts shall be the
factors to make Telangana a
leader among the states.

Food Processing tops the list

F

ourteen core sectors attracted investments, while food processing is the leader. These sectors ranging from manufacturing to service exhibit geographical diversification unlike
the previous Hyderabad-centric growth.

CM KCr’s Tweet

“I would like to congratulate the entire
team of Industry & Commerce department and all departments that have
supported our efforts to take us from 13
to 1. No 1 ranking for Telangana in
EoDB is proof that our industrial policy
is by far the best in the country.”
- KTR on Twitter

18
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Kudos to visionary leadership

T

S-iPASS is being acclaimed all
over the world. Under this with
in one year about 2500 industries
were give permission. Among them
1200 units already started production. Methods
like Online permissions, Selfcertification and
uniform policy
throughout the
state have
yielded good results. The government has decided to establish
Pharma City, NIMZ at Zaheerabad,
Mega Textile Park at Warangal,
Medical Devise park and Plastic
Park in 2016-17”
- Arvind Kumar,
Principal Secretary,
Industries & Commerce

P

erfect Policy, change in the
work style, continuous monitoring by officials including the minister- are the three
reasons for topping in EoDB
ranks. TSiPASS has attracted the
industrialists in
a very big way.
Work in the departments got speeded with fixing a
time frame. Chasing Cell in CMO
and monitoring in IT and Industries
departments made this possible.”
- Jayesh Ranjan, Secretary,
Information Technology,
Electronics &
Communications

P

ermissions in time, self-certification
are best practices. FTAPCCI congratulates State government for this.
Telangana reached the top with in a short
span competing with the other states. Rank
in EoDB will help the industrial sector.
Though many states are competing by offering incentives and subsidies, Telangana
is ahead in issuing permissions along with incentives and subsidies.
- Ravindra Modi,
President, FTAPCCI

S

tanding on top in EoDB is a very encouraging for industrial sector in the
state. Youth will get lot of direct and
indirect employment opportunities if industry grows. Many industries are opting the
state because of the TS-iPASS policy under
the leadership of the Chief Minster K Chandrasekhar Rao and Industries Minister K T
Rama Rao. Our department will strive to create more infrastructure and develop industry in the state.
- E V Narsimha Reddy, Managing Director, TSIIC

Working in unison
• On line application for permissions, including buildings
• Coordinating Industry with Urban and Municipal administration
• Integrating the database of Registration and Revenue departments
• Uninterrupted, quality power supply
• Speeding up of tax issues in Commercial Tax department
• Liberalizing norms in designated industrial areas for cutting trees
• Dash Boards established for transparency
• Help line for registering complaints
• Mobile App for applying for incentives to entrepreneurs
• Making 1.50 lakh acres of land available for industry and
making the data available district-wise
• Allocation of 10 per cent of water for industrial needs
under Mission Bhagiratha
• An institution TASK established to enhance the employable skills
• Improving the marketing facilities throughout the state

Make in Telangana i nOVeMBeR 2016
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I

t’s laudable that Telangana became number 1 in EoDB. The
policies and reforms of the state
government encouraged industries
to venture into the state. Reforms
in the state are in the right direction particularly in five sectors.
This rank is because of the state’s
performance in single window, availability of land,
permissions for constructions, information and transparency.
- Nrupender Rao,
President, CII, Telangana

E

fficient leadership and TSiPASS are the reasons for this
achievement. Telangana is being
recognised globally because of the
coordinated efforts of IT and Industry in implementing TS-iPASS.
We witnessed this during our foreign trips. Many global industries
are coming forward to set their units in the state. We
are confident that this spirit will continue in future too.
- Sridhar Reddy,
Founder, CtrlS

W

e need many more governments like the one in Telangana. I have seen the work style of
the state government. I congratulate the Telangana Government for
this achievement.
- Ganesh Iyer,
CEO, Mphasis Ltd.

I

t’s a collective achievement of
officials under the visionary
leadership of KCR and dynamic
leadership of KTR. Industry
wanted this type of leadership to
support them. This rank will make
the efforts more visible and help
to grow further. With investments flowing in apart
from big ones, MSMEs will also gain. Congratulations
to the leadership.
- K Sudhir Reddy,
President, TIF
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arvind Kumar
congratulated

A

delegation of Telangana Industrialists Federation (TIF) met
Arvind Kumar, Principal Secretary for Industries & Commerce, Telangana state, for leading the department in
achieving number 1 rank in Ease of Doing
Business. The delegation led by K Sudhir
Reddy, met him in Secretariat and expressed happiness for the achievement
and also brought some of the issues before
him.
They requested to grant an ‘Industrial
Park’ for the expansion and development
of micro, small and medium enterprises,
releasing of pending subsidies immediately and reducing the drinking water tariff in industrial areas and shifting the
responsibility to Hyderabad Metropolitan
Water Board. They also asked Arvind
Kumar to allocate land to TIF for establishing Skill Development Centre, liberalise the procurement policy and
reduction of property tax.
Arvind Kumar responded positively
and said that, the process of releasing the
pending subsidies and promised to look
into the other demands.The delegation of
industrialists included Vice-President
Sudhir, Joint Secretary Gopal Rao, treasurer Sudhakar and others.
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Dr S Satyanarayana

New Chairman of
Institution of Engineers

A

n engineer-teacher of repute Dr S Satyanarayana
is working as a Professor in Sreenidhi Institute of Science & Technology, Hyderabad.
He worked as the Principal Di-

Telangana State Centre of Institution of
Engineers, a premier and prestigious body
of engineers has a new Chairman.
Dr Satyanarayana, Ph.D. has been elected as
the Chairman for the period of 2016 - 2018.
rector of Central Institute of
Tool Design (CITD) Hyderabad
and also served in ECIL, SPRL,
Hyderabad Allwyn, BDL and
Principal of Malla Reddy Institute of Technology, Hyderabad.
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He is also a member of various
committees and have many
achievements to his credit. TIF
congratulates him for being
elected to head the engineers’
body.
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Telangana
to get four dry ports
F

our dry ports, to boost imports and exports, are
being planned in Telangana. The state government has
chosen four places on four sides
of the state- Zaheerabad, Jadcherla, Bhuvanagiri and Damaracharla and sent proposals for
establishing dry ports. A plan
with an outlay of Rs 2700 cr is
also been finalised according to
the sources.
A dry port, which is also called
as inland port is an inland intermodal terminal directly connected by road or rail to a seaport
and operating as a centre for the
transshipment of sea cargo to inland destinations. Establishing
dry ports will help Telangana
which is land-locked state, in getting goods from import and export.
The centre has plans to link up

22

these dry ports to river water systems too. By linking up road, rail
and river systems the goods transport will enter into a new phase.
The state government has commissioned a study by experts to
select appropriate sites for establishing dry ports based on the
Central government’s proposals.
After considering many aspects
like national highway, rail connection and availability of land
four sites were finalised.
Telangana government is
preparing a plan to send a proposal for Rs 1,000 crore as the
central assistance and already
sent proposals to fund under viability gap.
Dry ports will have the facilities like godowns, cold storages,
customs clearances and facilities
to transport in and out the goods.
The proposed dry ports will be

designed on the models already
existing in many foreign counterparts. The complex comprise of
structures like administrative
building, godowns, processing facilities, commercial centres and
auto parking.
These facilities will be catering
to the export and import needs of
coming 20 years with a proposed
target of 10 lakh units till the year
2035. Goods produced in Telangana shall get a boost with the
commissioning of these dry ports
by linking them with national
highways and rail routes. Major
industrial growth engines like
Medak NIMZ, Pharma NIMZ in
Rangareddy, Warangal Mega
Textile Park, Nizamabad Mega
Food Park, Special Economic
Zones, industrial parks will get a
boost in exports once these dry
ports come into existence.
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TSIIC gets new Chairman
gyadari Balamallu appointed

T

elangana State Industrial Infrastructure Development Corporation (TSIIC) gets a new leadership.
Gyadari Balamallu was appointed as the Chairman of
TSIIC by the State Government. Balamallu took over
the charge on 26 October and was greeted and congratulated by political leaders, industrialists and well-wishers on this occasion.
TIF delegation led by K Sudhir Reddy, President,
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Anand Reddy, Senior Vice President, SV Sudheer,
Vice President, Gopal Rao, Harinath, A L N
Reddy,Joint Secretaries, Y Sudhakar Reddy,
Treasurer, V Anil Reddy, Past president,
FTAPCCI, Janardhan Reddy, Chairman, IDA,
Patancheru Service Society, Chandu Kumar, IDA,
Pashamailaram Service Society, Harish Reddy,
President, Cherlapally Industries Association,
Kishan Chandra, President, Mallapur Industries
Association, N Shankar, Chairman, IDA, Mallapur Service Society, K Venkanna from Nacharam
Industries Association, Kishore from Kushaiguda
Service Society, J Roshi Reddy, Secretary, IDA,
Cherlapally Service Society, P.V. Rajam, President, IDA, Gandhi Nagar Association, Shiva
Prasad Reddy, Chairman, IDA, Gandhi Nagar
Service Society, Ramaiah from Balanagar,
Narayana Reddy & Shiva Sambi Reddy from
Composites Manufactures Associations of AP&
TS, Gokul Sridhar, Chairman, IDA, RC Puram
Service Society, Satyanarayana Raju, Chairman,
IDA, Moula Ali Service Society and Women Entrepreneurs from TIF Women Wing- greeted Balamallu.
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Make in Telangana launched

Alliance for
Skill Telangana
Telangana Jagruthi inks MoU with TIF

Y

outh of Telangana are creative but not getting a platform to prove. We have seen
how creative they were in the movement for Telangana. Telangana Jagruthi wants to fill this gap. We want
to bring students to industries. Then
they can be like you or even may grow
into bigger industrialists”, said
Kalvakuntla Kavitha President of
Telangana Jagruthi and MP from
Nizamabad, addressing a gathering of
industrialists and Telangana activists.
It was the occasion to bring Telangana
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Industrialists Federation (TIF)
and Telangana Jagruthi together in pursuit of empowering the youth of the state with
skills and the launch of Make
in Telangana, a monthly magazine of TIF.
“Being a dedicated employee is a good thing but
being an employer is the best
thing”, said Kavitha. Talking
about the need to train the
youth in skills she said, rural
Telangana which lost the capacity to engage people in traditional
occupations
is
gradually shifting towards
urban centres. Moreover, why
the children of farmers should
become only famers, why not
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industrialists?, she questioned.
We have seen mushrooming of engineering colleges in the last decade with
no standards, she said. “Engineering
colleges should maintain standards and
produce skillful employees and not auto
drivers. Students should know the manufacturing process and then only they
will develop entrepreneurial skills”, she
added.
A Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) was signed by K Kavitha, and
K Sudhir Reddy, President of TIF. This
alliance will bring youth of the state
who need to be trained in skills, close
to industry. Jagruthi’s Skill Development Centres, which are affiliated with
the National Skill Development Corporation will be getting on job interaction
and training in the industries affiliated
to TIF. Thus, a quality work force can
be produced.
“State government will be establishing Industrial health clinics for sick and
incipient industries”, said E Venkat
Narsimha Reddy, Vice-Chairman and
MD of TSIIC. A fund will be created to
bring the sick and incipient MSMEs out
of crisis and a committee has been created to implement this, he informed.
Another innovative programme from
the government, REACH is taking
shape to bring prestigious research organisations like CCMB, IIIT and
DRDO on to one platform. By creating
a Research Market Fund this programme will take research to industry,
he added.
Speaking about the proposals of TIF
with the government, “The government
has accepted the demand of TIF to establish a composite cluster park and has
allocated 123 acres of land for it. For a
Multi-product cluster TSIIC has identified three sites and one will be finalised
soon. A Plastic park will be initiated
within two months”, he assured.
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“A country which is 1.25 billion does not require
a high investment and low employment industry, it
requires industry which generates more employment with less investment. MSME sector is the one
which suits this”, said Dr Bura Narsaiah Goud, TRS
MP from Bhuvanagiri. There is a gap between our
education system and skills which is the reason for
unemployment, he said.
Speaking about the problems of small entrepreneurs, he sarcastically remarked “Malyas get 6000
crore as loans but Mallaiahs may not get even 6
lakhs”.
Stressing the importance of manufacturing sector
Dr Narsaiah said that the state government should
initiate TM-Hub in lines of T-Hub to give impetus
to manufacturing, to help startups in trading, skill development, finance and many other related aspects.
“Telangana’s culture is production-centric culture
and that is how we had spinning, paper mills or sugar
factories like NSF much earlier”, said Deshapati
Srinivas, OSD to the Chief Minister. Throughout the
last phase of movement for Telangana middle class
and MSME sector stood in support and it had role in
achieving Telangana, he said.
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Appreciating the efforts of TIF, he said it is continuing the spirit of Telangana movement not just in
their sector but also in its social commitment too.
“Telangana government under the leadership of K
Chandrasekhar Rao has taken care of the concerns
of Industry and no power cuts are the most important
achievement” said K Sudhir Reddy, President of TIF.
Some issues pertaining to levying commercial tariff
on drinking water supplied to industrial units, rationalisation of property tax and disbursement of shortterm, bridge loans with the State Government are yet
to be resolved, he said.
Outlining the contents of the MoU between TIF
and Telangana Jagruthi, he said, industry will get
benefitted with the empowerment of youth with
skills and this effort will also provide employment
to the youth of Telangana.
Kavitha launched the Inaugural issue of Make in
Telangana, the monthly magazine and the web edition was launched by Dr Bura Narsaiah Goud. The
meeting was anchored by M Gopal Rao, Secretary
of TIF and attended by the entire governing body
of TIF, many entrepreneurs including women and
the activists of Telangana Jagruthi.
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Partner innovation and patents
ravi Shankar Prasad asks Industry & academia

W

e have got outstanding
teachers and researchers, and we have
got companies. There is a need for
innovation, so the companies and
academia must partner and whatever new products come, it will
have a patent. The fruits of the
patent be shared between the both”
said Ravi Shankar Prasad, Minister of Communication and Information Technology.
He was speaking on the sidelines of the 1st edition of Medical
Electronics Innovation Summit,
organized by Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology, on
23 September at IIT Bombay.
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“The companies can collaborate
with professors and researchers for
innovation, and the IP created can
be shared by those who have partnered in the project.” What is important is to encourage innovation
in India and innovative India is a
big component of Narendra
Modi's government, he added.
Raising concerns over the multi-

nationals using the country as a
base to do research but filing
patents overseas, the Union Minister pressed upon the need to increase local innovation. "Why
become the innovator for someone? Become an innovator for
yourself. Become an innovator for
your country's cause," he added.
Lauding the intellect of the
country, Prasad said that we have
outstanding teachers, researchers,
computer experts and thinkers.The
Minister also exhorted the industry
to take advantage of schemes like
MSIPS, Electronics Manufacturing Clusters, Electronics Development Fund, 100 % FDI.
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T-Bridge in Silicon Valley

KTr launches the initiative aimed at connecting Indian
start-ups with opportunities in the global market

W

e have a strong vision
to make Hyderabad
one of the top 10 startup cities in the world and T–
Bridge is one such move towards
opening a channel of investment
from across the world to the State
of Telangana” said K Taraka
Rama Rao, Minister for Information Technology and Industries of
Telangana. He was speaking after
launching the T-Bridge initiative
as an outpost of T-Hub in the
USA on 14 October.
T-Bridge is aimed at connecting Indian start-ups with opportunities in the global market, in
the Silicon Valley at San Francisco in the USA in partnership
with Uber and TiE. KTR expressed hope that the association
Uber and TiE would forge new

partnerships, spur investment and
innovation between the two
countries.
K T Rama Rao said that, the TBridge would provide a platform
for fast-track tech companies
looking to tap into India’s huge
consumer market for technology.
T-Bridge would help start-ups accessing
UberEXCHANGE,
Uber’s flagship start-up mentorship programme, and TiE Silicon
Valley’s mentor network.
T-Bridge would enable start-up
communities in India and around
the world to cross-pollinate ideas,
innovate and create channels for
knowledge transfer. This initiative would also create a network
of mentors, venture capitalists, incubators and accelerators and it
would prove advantageous to the
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Indian start-up ecosystem.
Ram K Reddy, incoming president of TiE Silicon Valley, complimented
the
Telangana
Government stating that it had
been one of India’s most progressive states with vitality and transformational mindset of the
leadership. Rachel Whetstone,
Uber’s senior vice-president for
policy and communications, said
Telangana had set up a culture of
‘regulatory incubation’ - allowing
new ideas and business models to
thrive.
Hyderabad had witnessed
three-fold increase in the start-up
activity since the launch of THub last year, and the city is
abuzz with over 30 incubators
and co-working spaces said its
CEO Jay Krishnan.
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MSME Amendment Bill

destroys the sector

Small and medium entrepreneur in India is
waiting for a saviour in the form of legislations to
provide relief from the continuous crisis situations.
Much talked about MSME Amendment Bill is
shown as the commitment towards the MSME
sector by the central government. Though it is
appreciated by some there are some stronger
critiques too. Dr B. Yerram Raju an economist and
presently Adviser, MSE Facilitation Council,
Government of Telangana discusses the issues
involved in the MSME Amendment Bill.

M

Dr B. Yerram Raju
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SMEs in India have great significance
as they will be the drivers of ‘Make in
India’, Start Up India, Digital India
strategies unfolded by the Union Government. In
a recent paper, titled “Access to Finance and Job
Growth: Firm-Level Evidence across Developing
Countries” Meghana Ayyagari, Pedro Juarros,
Sandeep Singh and Maria Soldad Martinez Peria
use comprehensive firm-level data across a large
set of developing countries to analyse the impact
of access to finance on job growth and the heterogeneity in this relationship across firm size. Compared to large firms, small firms have the ability
to create more jobs. 4th MSME Census, 2007 in
India also reveals that the small firms have contributed 4 to 6 jobs of Rs.10mn investment while
the large firms contributed 1 to 1.2 jobs for the
same level.
Small firms are also the spring boards for skill
development. Attrition rates in Indian MSMEs
have been notably quite high compared to anywhere else in the world for more than one reason.
They nurture innovation. Attrition also suits them
as every new recruit comes at the same or lower
wage rate than the person who left the enterprise.
They supply trained and skilled manpower to the
large and medium enterprises like ready-to-eat
foods.
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If the firm attrition rate itself is
high due to lower access to finance, would the job growth
occur? If such access again is
fraught with inadequacies and
prejudices and preferences,
would it lead to industrial
growth? The institutional lenders
invariably consider MSME sector as high risk. The Financial
Stability Report throws up some
interesting data in relation to the
manufacturing MSMEs. Data on
mortality in the sector is not also
available. The sector also suffers
from the absence of exit route in
case the unit fails. A Bill to
amend the MSME Development
Act providing for revival, restructuring and exit rules is
awaiting introduction in the Parliament.
It is important that every authority empowered to make any
rule which is reasonably likely to
affect a significant number of
MSMEs, should, before notifying the rule or at the time of notifying the draft rules/amendments

The Bill failed to
mention the extant
provisions for
rehabilitation, revival
and restructuring of
MSMes announced in
its own rules in June
2015. It would have
been better had the
Bill provided for
certification as to the
ability and feasibility
of different classes
and sizes of MSMes to
comply with the
requirement.
to the existing statute, prepare an
impact assessment analysis. The
impact analysis report should
clearly and concisely show the
objectives and the legal basis for
the rule. It should also give a description of the record keeping
and other compliance require-
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ments together with an estimate
of the classes of MSMEs will be
subject to the requirements and
type of professional skills necessary for preparation of report,
return and/or record. Unfortunately, the Draft MSME Development Act (2006) Amendment
Bill, 2015 does not satisfy these
requirements.
The Bill also failed to mention
the extant provisions for rehabilitation, revival and restructuring
of MSMEs announced in its own
Rules in June 2015.
It would have been better, had
the Bill provided for certification
as to the ability and feasibility of
different classes and sizes of
MSMEs to comply with the requirement.
The Bill provided for appointment of Special Adjudicating Authority by the State Government
in consultation with the Chief
Justice of the High Court. Likewise it also provided for appointment of Enterprise Trustee. Both
the appointments are to be made
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The act ignores the
rBI regulation that
collateral free lending
shall be made in
respect of enterprises
whose loan
requirements are
below rs.100 lakhs at
present but
guaranteed by the
CgTMSe. The act
should have provided
that such dwelling
house if obtained
within this credit limit
shall be excluded from
the proceedings
charged under the act.
by the State Governments. There
is no reference as to who will
bear the related costs.
Declaring an enterprise as sick
currently rests with the creditor
under the rules of the RBI. There
is no reference to the RBI regulations in the Bill.
The Bill while exempting proceedings against certain properties and class of assets of which
a single dwelling house of the
house owned by the entrepreneur
and his family is one. But it adds
a proviso thereunder: ‘Provided
that any dwelling unit of the
owner which has been given on
security for any loan shall not be
exempt.’
The Act ignores the RBI regu-
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lation that collateral free lending
shall be made in respect of enterprises whose loan requirements
are below Rs.100 lakhs at present
but guaranteed by the CGTMSE.
The Act should have provided
that such dwelling house if obtained within this credit limit
shall be excluded from the proceedings charged under the Act.
The objective of the draft
amendment is to provide an exit
route to MSMEs in case the entrepreneur would like to exit at a
time when (s)he feels that setting
up the enterprise was a wrong decision or setting up a particular

type of enterprise as the one (s)he
currently engaged in or there was
an unexpected friction among the
partners or promoters in successfully running the enterprise. It
could also be that the enterprise
overestimated its technological
competence or financial management and therefore would like to
exit honourably. Unfortunately,
the draft amendment to the
MSME Development Act 2006
does not accommodate any of
these situations.
(The views expressed in this
article are the personal opinions
of the author-Editor)
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early resolution of
MSMe issues : navin Mittal

T

he pending and unresolved issues of MSME
sector in Telangana will
be resolved soon, assured Navin
Mittal, IAS who took over the
charge as the Commissioner of
Industries. A delegation of
Telangana Industrialists Federation (TIF) met him on 18 October to congratulate on assuming
the charge of industries and discussed the problems pestering
MSME sector for a long period.
Issues like, development of
industrial parks, release of pending subsidies or facilitating
loans from bankers as an alternative till the subsidies are released will be resolved as early
as possible, said the Commissioner. He assured the TIF delegation led by K Sudhir Reddy,
that MSME units will be affiliated to mother units in the state
so that the units can thrive as ancillaries and their products get
markets. Navin Mittal also assured to facilitate bringing a
Procurement Policy in Telangana as soon as possible.
The department will work to
bring in new industries along
with the saving and helping the
existing units, said the commissioner. He promised to arrange a
round table with industry associations to discuss the issues of

industry. The delegation of TIF
included K Sudhir Reddy, President, Anand Reddy, Senior
Vice-President, S V Sudhir,
Vice - President and Chairman
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of Uppal IALA, Gopal Rao,
Secretary, Sudhakar, Executive
Member and Sarita Reddy President of TIF’s Women’s wing.
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Manufacturing Telangana

Sanat nagar Industrial estate

Bring back the

past glory

“Where is the golden period of by gone
days?” is the question arises when we
visit once a flourished and leading
industrial estate called Sanat Nagar.
In Urdu, Sanat means industry and
the first developed industrial area was
named as Sanat Nagar. Jula Srikanth
reports on the pathetic condition of
a once famous industrial estate which
houses about 70 units providing
employment for about 5000 workers.
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T

he then State Government has provided all
the required amenities
keeping the future demands in
mind. Testing Centre, Post office, banks, raw material suppliers, water, electricity, fire
station and ware-housing”,
says KL Srinivas, President of
Sanat Nagar Industrial Estate
Manufacturers Association
(SNIEMA). As it was planned
as a leading centre for manufacturing, for some decades it
housed many prestigious industries and occupied a pride
place in the industrial map of
the state.
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Birth of Sanat nagar
It was according to the plan of the Central Government
three industrial estates were founded in 1957, one in
Sanat Nagar and the others at Okhla (New Delhi) and
Guindy (Tamil Nadu). Foundation stone was laid by the
then Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh Neelam Sanjeeva
Reddy. The estate was formally inaugurated by GovindVallbh Pant, Home Minster of India on 25 October 1958.
Sprawling in a total area of 91 acres it was envisaged
as a model industrial estate with all amenities like roads,
water, electricity and other facilities making it a haven
for manufacturing. Sanat Nagar Industrial estate located
alongside big enterprises of that time, Hyderabad Allwyn
and Hyderabad Asbestos and located near Balanagar industrial estate, till 90s was an industrial area buzz with
production, workers activity and flourishing enterprises.

KL Srinivas

Mahesh Pandya

(President - IEMA)

(Past President)
IEMA

Now, with manufacturing units in
crisis, Sanat Nagar no more stands for
industry but gradually turned into a
centre for service sector, R & D units
and corporate offices of some drug
companies. “Reasons for the present
situation are government regulations in
the last two decades and not having
scope for expansion, says Srinivas.
“Popular industries like ECIL,
HAL, BDL, Krishi Engines and Allwyn were nurtured in their initial days
from this estate”, said Mahesh Pandya,
former President of SIEMA. Roads in
the estate are in such a bad shape that
we are not able to bring foreign clients
to our units and offices, he laments.
Because of the problems in electrification security of women workers is at
peril.
Existing enterprises here are reeling
under severe water crisis, as the Hyderabad Metro Water Board is not
ready to spend the required amount of
Rs 2.5 crore to Rs 3 crore and shedding
it’s responsibility by asking the industries to bear the cost, says Srinivas.
Make in Telangana i nOVeMBeR 2016
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Thus, each unit has to bear about
Rs 6 lakhs, for which the financial
condition of them do not permit.
Drainage system constructed long
back is in shattered condition and
during rainy season entire estate
turns into a big drain.
Another pestering problem is
the mushrooming unauthorized
shops, says Mahesh Pandya. Companies who operate Travel services are using the estate as parking
zones, compounding the problem,
he adds.
Sanat Nagar estate lost at least
30 acres of its land to a slum
which sprung up leaving only 60
acres with the estate.
Major problem of Sanat Nagar
is that it is not managed under Industrial Area Local Authority, because of many reasons. SNIEMA
had made many pleas with the
State Government to make it an
IALA, but in vain. “If this estate
comes under IALA, the major
share of the taxes collected here
will be spent locally. It would
have been a better situation if
GHMC could spend a major portion of our taxes in providing
amenities in this industrial estate”,
opines Srinivas. There are some
other issues which can bring relief
to the aggrieved entrepreneurs of
Sanat Nagar, like reduction of
GHMC tax and abolishing the
trade license system.
Sanat Nagar industrial estate
once a pride of Hyderabad industrial scenario demands bringing
back the past glory as it is resurrecting the culture of manufacturing and industries in Telangana.
SNIEMA is pinning all it’s hopes
on pro-industry state government
of the state.
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Past Presidents of Industrial Estate Manufacturers Association
1961
B Shankerlal (Utility Metal Works)
1962-63 Vinod Bhargava (Scientific Engineering House Pvt Ltd)
1963-65 K R Chowdary (Electric Transformer & Equipment Co.)
1965-68 V R Reddy (Krishi Engines Ltd)
1968-70 V K Jain (Andhra Light Industries)
1970-72 D V S Raju (Elico Pvt. Ltd.)
1972-74 S S Raju (Progressive Packages Pvt. Ltd.)
1974-76 M R Deo (Power & Industrial Equipment & Ancillaries)
1976-78 K T Shah (Popular Industries)
1978-80 G Subrahmanyam (Switchgear Manufacturing Co.)
1980-82 V C Jesrani (Indecor Laminates Pvt Ltd.)
1982-84 M Sarangapani (U Foam Pvt. Ltd.)
1984-86 Ramesh Kundalia (Radiant Cables Pvt. Ltd.)
1986
K R Surana (Champion Manufacturing Co.)
Past General Secretaries of IE.M.A
1961-62 T.G.V. Naidu,Jubilee Industries Corporation
1962-65 D.V.S. Raju, Elico Pvt. Ltd.
1965-67 V.K.Jain, Andhra Light Industries
1967-69 Tagore, Synthokem
1969-70 SS Raju, Progressive Packages Pvt. Ltd.
1970-71 M.R. Deo, Power & Industrial Equipment & Ancillaries
1971-73 K.T.Shah, Popular Industries
1973-75 G. Subramanyam, Switchgear Manufacturing Co.
1975-77 V.C.Jesrani, Indecor Laminates Pvt. Ltd.
1977-79 K.R.Surana, Champion Manufacturing Co.,
1979-82 A.P. Waghray, Synthopharm
1982-86 Mahesh D Pandya, Allied Manufacturing Industries
1986
Rajeev Deo, Power & Industrial Equipment & Ancillaries
1986
Mahesh D Pandya, Allied Mfg. Industries

What brings cheer to
Sanat nagar?
•Water supply
•Repairs for roads and drainage
•Street lighting
•Rationalisation of GHMC tax
•Abolition of trade licensing system
•Establishing a ‘Skill Development Centre’ in the industrial estate
•IALA status
•Spending major share of the taxes locally, If IALA status is not given
•Removal of unauthorized shops and
parking inside the estate
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Empowering

with skills

Joint initiative of Telangana
Jagruthi and Centre to increase
the employability of youth of
Telangana
38

“59 per cent of the
Higher Secondary
School-passed in
Telangana or not
part of the
workforce including
10.4 per cent of
post graduates, 7.2
per cent of
graduates and 6 per
cent of diploma
holders. We will
always be ready to
serve the youth of
Telangana”
- K Kavitha
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W

e are not talking about
very high-end jobs.
We are basically talking about those people who are at
entry level jobs. There is a huge
demand for entry level jobs. Out
of these 12,000 crores which have
been sanctioned by the Prime
Minister for the ‘Pradhan Mantri
Kaushal Kendra’, 25 percent of
this money will go directly to the
state. The allocation is 100 percent,” said Rajiv Pratap Rudy
after jointly inaugurating the
Telangana Jagruthi Skill Development centre along with K
Kavitha, TRS MP from Nizamabad.
Youth of Telangana got shot in
the arm with the Telangana Jagruthi and Central Government
coming together by opening 17
centres to provide skills to the
youth. Telangana Jagruthi Skill
Development centre opened in

no dearth
of funds: rudy
* 2,500 blocks in the country did not have access to Industrial Training Institutes (ITIs)
* Central Government had plans to set up
multi-skill training centres in these blocks
and other parts of the country as part of the
Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana
(PMKVY)
* Central Government allocated Rs. 12,000
crore for the project for skill development
and 25 per cent of those would go directly
to the States that needed to send proposals.
The guidelines for the States would be finalised within 15 days
* There would be no dearth of funds for skill
development as Rs. 12,000 crores was only
the initial amount announced
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Telangana Jagruti inks
pact with Siro learning

“i request Minister
of Skill
development rudy
to provide
additional funds for
improvement of
infrastructure in itis
in telangana”
- Bandaru Dattatreya
Ashok Nagar, Hyderabad, will
function under the monitoring of
the Government of India. The Jagruti has identified 18 sectors including animation, tourism and
hospitality, housekeeping, electronics, logistics, construction
and food and beverages to infuse
skills among the youngsters.
He appealed to the MPs and
ministers that if the states could
submit project under the Pradhan
Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana
(PMKVY), the Government of
India would be more than willing
to support that programme.The
job of organisations like Telangana Jagruthi is basically to mobilise those people, who are
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The Telangana Jagruthi Skill Development Centre entered into a MoU with the Sydney based Siro Learning
Centre I Australia. In this connection, the Nizamabad
MP K Kavitha and the Siro Leaning Centre Director
(Global Operations) Ashish R Katta signed the deal in
Sydney on 7 October.
Under this deal training will be imparted in various
skills for the unemployed members who joined the Telangana Jagruthi Skills training Centres set up at various
places in the 17 Parliamentary constituencies across the
Telangana State.
The Siro Learning Centre and the Siro International
Skills Institute have been giving quality training to the
unemployed in developing industrial skills in Australia,
Singapore and Laos based upon their qualifications. Development of industrial and marketing skills are essential in seeking jobs.
school dropouts and who could
not afford training, said Rudy.
Government was looking at infusing life skills of various trades
so that one could gain employment easily, he said. The Union
Government will start Skill Development Centres in every Lok
Sabha constituency within six
months, addedthe minister.
“59 per cent of the Higher Secondary School-passed in Telangana is not part of the workforce
including 10.4 per cent of postgraduates, 7.2 per cent of graduates and 6 per cent of diploma
holders.Telangana Jagruti will always be ready to take up schemes
for the ‘Yuva Mahila’. Telangana
Jagruthi Skill Development centre will always be ready to serve
the youth of Telangana,” said
K Kavitha, TRS MP from

“We have professors
of physics and
economics and why
not a professor of
welding?”
- Rajiv Pratap Rudy
Nizamabad after jointly inaugurating the Telangana Jagruthi
Skill Development centre with
Minister of State for Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Rajiv Pratap Rudy.
Union Minister for Employment
Bandaru
Dattatreya,
Governor ESL Narasimhan, AP
Jithender Reddy and Asaduddin
Owaisi, MPs, BJP State president
K Lakshman and many other dignitaries were also present in this
inaugural function.
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appeal to non-resident Indians and
non-resident Telangana associations
Dear friends,
any of NRIs were in forefront of the movement for Telangana
Formation and also played an important role in devising policies
for Bangaru Telangana. We, the Telangana Industrialists Federation (TIF) would like to invite you to participate in this journalistic effort
to be part of a growth story. Please send us news, opinions, articles with
images to enrich the content with global experiences. The only condition
is the writings should be related to industry, trade and economy. Make in
Telangana is the platform for you to share your experiences, opinions and
articles.
-Editor
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Interview

Green

warriors
industry and well-being of the society, at
times look as antagonistic, because of
pollution. in a country like india, pollution
is a major concern. S V raghu, Member of
telangana State Pollution Control Board,
in an interview discusses various aspects
of pollution- it’s effects, controlling
measures and policies .
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Rules, 2008 are some of them.
Pollution Control Board, with
these acts.

What are the objectives and
functions of Pollution Control
Board?
We have the task of controlling
the pollution of water, air and environment by regulating manufacturing, trading and storage of
hazardous materials, bio-medical
waste, municipal solid waste,
plastic waste and batteries. There
are many rules to protect environment by controlling pollution
like, ‘The Water (Prevention &
Control of Pollution) Act, 1974’,
Water (Prevention & Control of
Pollution ) Cess Act, 1977. The
Air (Prevention & Control of
Pollution) Act, 1981, Hazardous
Waste (Management, Handling
and Tran boundary Movement)

shaws)
• Inspection and maintenance
in-use transport vehicles
• Implementation of BS-IV
Standards for Registration
• Monitoring of pollution levels
in the vehicles registered in
GHMC Area
• Introduction of Green Tax to
control movement of aged vehicles
• Tax
exemption
of
Battery/CNG/Solar energy
Vehicles for 5 years

TSPCB is formed with bureaucrats, politicians and industrialists. What was the idea
behind this combination?
For effective implementation
of pollution control acts, laws,
rules and regulations, the participation of experts from different
institutions, co-ordination from
industrialists, results in the well
framed decisions which improves
Steps taken by the Police Dethe environmental conditions.
partment areWhat are the major concerns • Automated and centrally conregarding pollution in Hydertrolled 221 signal junctions.
abad city? What are the pa- • Vehicle Actuated Technology
rameters to define different
(VAC).
pollutions? What are the steps • ATC (Area Traffic Control)
being taken to reduce this polwith Synchronized signal and
lution?
corridor management.
Vehicular pollution, air pollu- • Cameras to monitor the traffic
tion and water pollution are our
congestions, density on each
major concerns in the city.
road.
TSPCB has taken up many activ- • Fall back Connectivity, Full
itiesbackup power management,
1. Stepping-up of vigilance on
Green energy initiative (Solar
industries
power backup).
2. Directing industries to install • Variable Message Sign boards
continuous real-time emission
(VMS) across the city for trafmonitoring devices
fic alerts @ 20 places.
3. Constitution of rolling task • Synchronization of corridors.
forces
4. Co-ordination with stake Steps taken by the Greater Hyderabad Municipal Corporation
holder departments
and Hyderabad Metropolitan
Steps taken by the
Development Authority:
The GHMC constructed 17
government are• Phasing out of Transport vehi- fly-overs to ease the traffic flow
cles of more than 15 years age and avoid traffic jam. The State
Government has taken up major
• Promotion of alternate fuels
• Restriction of 3 wheeled Con- infrastructure facilities in the city
tract Carriages (Auto rick- of Hyderabad and one of them is
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the construction of an orbital
linkage to decongest the traffic
flow on the existing major arterials. The Outer Ring Road (ORR)
is an initiative in this direction.

corridors (71.16 kms) on BOT
basis in PPP (Public Private Partnership) mode are being taken up
in phase-I i.e., Miyapur-L B
Nagar (28.87 kms - 27 Stations),
Jubilee Bus Station-Falaknuma
The HMDA is constructing an (14.78 kms - 16 Stations) and
Outer Ring Road (ORR) which Nagole-Shilparamam (27.51kms
is in completion stage.
- 23 Stations).
GHMC has initiated steps by
issuing instructions to the con- Augmentation of CNG supply
cerned officers for controlling for public transport:
and preventing the air pollution
The issue of supply of CNG
due to burning of “municipal gas was discussed with
solid waste”:
Bhagyanagar Gas Ltd., (supplier
i. Take stringent action against of CNG gas in twin cities) by
open burning of bio-mass / TSPCB and various issues perleaves / tyres, etc. to control taining to the continuous supply
such activities and submit pe- of CNG gas were resolved. The
riodic status reports.
Commissioner of Police Hyderii. Ensure proper collection of abad is requested to permit CNG
horticulture waste (bio-mass) transport vehicles without any
and composting-cum-garden- time restrictions in their moveing approach
ment to ensure adequate supply
iii. Decentralization of compost- in the twin cities. Collectors of
ing in apartments
Hyderabad and Ranga Reddy are
iv. Organic waste to be decom- being requested to provide land
posed
for additional CNG stations.
v. Call back options
TSRTC is to be addressed to invi. Ensure strict enforcement of
ban on burning of agriculture
waste and crop residues.

crease the fleet of CNG buses by
procuring 350 additional buses.
Bhagyanagar Gas Ltd. is requested to provide more outlets
in the city and to increase the
supply of CNG gas in co-ordination with the Central Ministry of
Petroleum & Natural Gases.
TSPCB is creating awareness
campaign through display of
flexi banners and announcement
in the city through autos and
other print and electronic media.
There is a notion that Industrial growth is not possible if
we go by rule book to check
pollution. Can Industrial
Growth and Environmentalism
balanced without affecting
each other?
PCB sticks to the rule book to
check pollution in industry. However it will see that all the steps
are taken by industry to control
pollution. In the same way, industries are also should have a
concern on environment to run
the industry. PCB and industry

Strengthening of Public Transport (Hyderabad Metro Rail
Project):
The State Government is in the
process of strengthening the public transport system. As part of
the strengthening, the Hyderabad
Metro Rail Project has been
taken up to provide an efficient,
safe, reliable and affordable public transportation system in Hyderabad. Metro Rail (MRTS)
projects in 3 high density traffic
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should co-operate each other in greenery belts, and away from
protecting the environment.
human habitations. This gives a
scope for scientific design of a
Recently there was an an- new industrial cluster / belt
nouncement regarding the which results in lesser pollution.
shifting of polluting industries
onto Outer Ring Road (ORR). What would be the measures to
How this problem of industries be taken to cleanse the areas
related to shifting from present which were polluted by pollutlocation will be taken care of ing industries?
without disturbing the spirit
TSPCB reviews the consent
and entrepreneurship of the in- conditions stipulated to the industrialists? There is a criti- dustries and insists preventive /
cism on this measure that corrective measures as per the
pollution will be shifted to MoEF guidelines and CPCB dirural areas from city. What is rections from time to time. For
your opinion?
complying the same, sometimes
Government has issued a GO bank guarantees are insisted from
to shift the polluting industries to the industries for fulfillment of
outside ORR. But a decision to the promises made by the indusbe taken for planning in co-ordi- tries. In case of failure, the bank
nation with the TSIIC, HMDA, guarantees are forfeited by the
Revenue Dept., and Electricity Board. And in emergencies,
Dept. It is opined that shifting of Board itself take-up the cleaning
industries to ORR will be estab- measures and collects the expenlished in a definite planned man- diture incurred from the conner where there is a scope for cerned industries. Green tax
consideration of treatment plants, should be imposed on the deroad linkage, development of faulting industry.
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What was the damage done in
Hyderabad city and surrounding areas before 2014? There
are blatant examples of polluting Hussain Sagar, Musi and
the infamous example of pollution cause in Nakkavagu?
What are the rectification
measures?
Due to availability of employment / resources in Hyderabad
city huge migration occurred
from different parts of the erstwhile AP State which resulted in
the sudden increase of city population. This has caused shortage
of infrastructure facilities which
resulted in the growth of slums,
poor maintenance of water bodies which were polluted due to
joining of sewage and dumping
of garbage / solid waste. Due to
non-availability of sufficient
STPs for the treatment of sewage
generated in the Hyderabad city,
many water bodies connected directly sewerage lines. Hussainsagar is one example which
caused the deterioration of water
quality of the lake.
In the Nakkavagu, discharges
from nearby industries of
Patancheruvu area and PETL,
common effluent treatment plant
resulted in the pollution of
Nakkavagu. As per the directions
of Supreme Court, the PETLCETP effluents are diverted
through a separate pipeline directly to Amberpet STP for further treatment. Now, in
Nakkavagu, the pollution levels
are reduced drastically.
Similarly, sewage and other effluents joining Hussainsagar
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Lake are diverted to Musi river
and taken-up construction of further STPs to minimize the pollution levels in the Musi river.
Telangana Government is welcoming new industries and permitting them without many
questions asked. What would
be the environmental concerns
in this scenario?
The purpose behind the online
consent for industries without insisting much information prior to
granting licenses is to encourage
the entrepreneurs so that there is
no disappointment from running
one department to other. Regarding the question of environmental
concerns, major issues are pre-assessed and accordingly incorporated in the consents /
permissions issued. This is also
done with a time schedule.
Employment and economic
growth with a concern to environmental protection is the policy.
Industrialists are portrayed as
villains in many cases of pollution. How do you see this situation and can there be a
balanced view because they are
working under abnormal conditions where governments
could not fulfill the task of pro-
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viding the necessity infrastructure in industrial zones?
Many corporate industries are
contributing development of infrastructure facilities such as
roads, provision for drinking
water, contributing development
of weaker sections, encouraging
for improvement of literacy
among the rural children and also
involved in construction of school
buildings, hospitals and other
services. This indicates under
Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR). MoEF guidelines also
stipulate this as industrialization
affects the environment to certain
extent and efforts from industries
can balance the gap.

ditions stipulated in.

How can industrialists and institutions observe self-check
and compliant with the antipollution norms and measures
to control pollution?
It is mandatory to comply the
standards and guidelines issued
by State Pollution Control
Board, which ensures industrialists and institutions for environmental standards to control
pollution. Whenever there is
non-compliance, Board issues
notices for rectification of problems / issues identified and a
stipulated time frame is insisted.
Only in the case of extreme noncompliance, closure orders are
Recently initiated Harita issued.
Haram is a measure in the direction of environmental pro- How the PCB can contribute to
tection. How do you see this the Chief Minister’s dream of
measure and what could be the making Hyderabad a Global
city?
outcome of this campaign?
It’s an excellent programme inTSPCB is contributing and
troduced by the Chief Minister of working in line with the expectaTelangana with aim to increase tions of Chief Minister’s dream
the forest coverage by 30%. by providing online CFEs and
TSPCB has taken-up massive CFOs to the industries with transawareness programme on Harita parency. In the ‘Ease of Doing
Haram through its NGC unit and Business’ (EoDB) Telangana
all the ROs were involved for State has achieved first rank in
maximum green belt in every in- the country in which TSPCB also
dustry as per the concerned con- have a contributory role.
Make in Telangana i nOVeMBeR 2016
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Pollution-ofa monster

modern times
Awareness is the first step to resolve any problem.
Industrialisation, a boon for the humanity has also brought in
the problem of pollution into our lives. Human being has to
learn how to live in harmony with nature. Environmental
protection is always counterpoised with Development. In this
context, S.V. Raghu discusses causes of pollution and
their effect.
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WHAT IS POLLUTION
Pollution, we hear it every
other day in the Industrial Estates, at Schools, Colleges and
read about it in newspapers. So
what is it?
Pollution occurs when pollutants contaminate the natural surroundings which bring changes
that effect our normal lifestyles
adversely. Pollutants are the key
elements which are generally
waste materials of different
forms. Pollution disturbs our
Ecosystems and the balance in
the Environment. With modernization and development in our
lives, pollution has reached its
peak giving rise to Global warming and Human Illness.
Pollution occurs in different
forms; Air, Water, Soil, Radioactive, Noise, Heat and Light.
Every form of pollution has two
sources of occurrence; the Point
and the Non-point sources. The
point sources
a r e

Monitor and control, whereas the
non-point sources are hard to
control. Let us discuss the different types of pollutions, their
Causes and Effects on Mankind
and the Environment as whole.

CAUSES OF POLLUTION
Air Pollution is the most
prominent and dangerous form of
pollution. It occurs due to many
reasons. Excessive burning of
fuel which is a necessity in our
daily lives for cooking, driving
and industrial activities, release a
huge amount of chemical substances everyday which pollute
the air.
Smoke from chimneys, factories, vechicles or burning of
wood/coal which release Sulphur
dioxide into the air making it
toxic. Release of Sulphur dioxide
and hazardous gases into the air
causes global warming and acid
rains which in turn have increased temperatures, erratic
rains and droughts worldwide
making it tough for the animals
to survive. We breathe in
every polluted particle which
results in asthma and cancer in
the lungs.
Water Pollution has taken toll
of all the surviving species of the
earth. Almost 60% of the species
live in water bodies. It occurs
due to several factors viz., the
Industrial wastes dumped into the
rivers and water bodies cause an
imbalance in the water leading to
its severe contamination and
death of Aquatic species.
Also spraying insecticides,
pesticides like DDT on plants
easy to also pollutes the ground water
identify to system. Oil spills in the ocean
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have caused irreparable damage
to the water bodies. Daily activities like washing clothes, utensils
near ponds ; this force detergents
to go into water which blocks
sunlight from penetrating, thus
reducing oxygen levels in the
water and also results in Waterborne diseases like Cholera &
Diarrhoea.
Soil Pollution occurs due to incorporation of unwanted chemicals in the soil due to human
activities. Use of insecticides and
pesticides absorbs the nitrogen
compounds from the soil making
it unfit for plants to derive nutrition. Release of industrial waste,
mining and deforestation also exploits the soil. Since plants can’t
grow properly, they can’t hold
the soil and this leads to soil erosion.
Noise Pollution is caused
when an unpleasant sound affects
our ears and leads to Psychological problems like Stress, Hypertension and Hearing impairment
etc which are caused by Machines, Industries & loud music
etc.
Radioactive pollution is highly
dangerous when it occurs due to
Nuclear plant malfunctions, improper nuclear waste disposal &
accidents in the plant etc. It
causes Cancer, infertility, blindness, defects at the time of birth
and can affect air and water.
Heat Pollution is due to the excess heat in the environment creating unwanted changes over
long time periods due to huge
number of Industrial plants, Deforestation and Air pollution. It
increases the earth’s temperature,
causing drastic climatic changes
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and exaction of wildlife.
Light Pollution occurs due to
prominent excess illumination of
an area. it is largely visible in big
cities on advertising boards and
billboards, in sports grounds or
entertainment events at the night
and in residential areas by making the stars almost invisible.
EFFECTS OF POLLUTION
Environment Degradation is
the first casualty for increase in
pollution weather in air or water.
The increase in the amount of
Co2 in the atmosphere leads to
restricted sunlight reaching the
earth. Thus, preventing plants in
the process of photosynthesis,
Gases like sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide can cause acid rain.
Water pollution in terms of oil
spill may lead to death of several
wildlife species.
Human Health: The decrease in
quality of air leads to several respiratory problems including
Asthma or Lung cancer. Chest
pain, congestion, throat inflammation, cardiovascular and respiratory diseases are some of the
diseases that can be caused by air
pollution. Water pollution occurs
due to contamination of water
and may poses skin related problems including skin irritation and
rashes. Similarly, Noise pollution
leads to Hearing loss, Stress and
Sleep disturbance.
Global Warming: The emission
of Greenhouse gases particularly
CO2 is leading to Global warming. Every other day new industries are being set up, new
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vehicles come on roads and trees
are cut to make way for new
homes/commercial buildings. All
of them, in direct or indirect way
lead to increase in CO2 in the environment. The increase in CO2
leads to melting of polar ice caps
which increases the sea levels
and pose danger for the people
living near coastal areas.
Ozone Layer Depletion: Ozone
layer which shields high up in
the sky that stops Ultra violet
rays from reaching the earth. As
a result of human activities,
Chemicals such as Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) were released
into the atmosphere which contributed to the depletion of ozone
layer.
Infertile Land: Due to constant

use of insecticides and pesticides,
the soil may become infertile due
to which Plants may not be able
to grow properly. Various forms
of chemicals produced from industrial waste are released into
the flowing water which also
affects the quality of soil.
Pollution not only affect humans by destroying their Respiratory, Cardiovascular and
Neurological systems; it also
affects the Nature, Plants,
Fruits, Vegetables, Rivers,
Ponds, Forests & Animals etc
on which they are highly dependent for survival. It is necessary to control Pollution as
the Nature, Wildlife & Human
Life are Precious Gifts to the
Mankind.
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Waiver of charges

Small industrialists
get a promise

G

eeta Nagar Navjeevan
Nagar Micro Industrial
Association
(GNMIA) thanks Minister for
Industries KT Rama Rao and
feels that without involvement
of TIF they would not have got
the exemption.
This is the story of a plight of
small industirlaists and a story of
a successful pursuation to get
relief. Micro and Small industries
of Balanagar was in a catch-22
situation with running their enterprises on one side and issues like
pollution and raising costs on the
other. About 350 Micro and
Small Industrial Entrepreneurs,
under ‘Geetha Nagar Navajeevan
Nagar Micro Industrial Association’ are running micro and small
industries. With the hike in the
rents and problems raised by
neighbourhood concerning pollution and disturbances produc-

non-Agriculture paid 25.0 lakhs
for NALA conversion. Then
comes the next hurdle the
HMDA asked to pay Rs 1 crore
towards conversion charges, for
changing conservation use zone
to Industrial use zone. By this
time the resources of the Industrial Association got dried up as
they have spent more than 50
lakhs towards different charges
to govt during the process of
land registration, NALA conversion, publication charges etc.
Now, it is the Government of
Telangana, which can be the only
savior, as it can waive of the conversion charges. At this point of
time, Telangana Industrialists
(File Photo)
Federation (TIF), stood by
GNIMA and pursued with the
government. It represented the
ton was severly affected.
Relocation was the only solu- case of the small and mico industion for these entreprenuers. The tries of Balanagar with the Minfuture of an industrial cluster ister of Industries, Commisioner
of Industtries and
providing direct
the Principal Secreand
indirect
tary
of Industries
employment to
and Commerce.
around
3500
With all these efpeople was in
forts
finally, K T
peril. The reloRama Rao, Minister
cation of units
of
Industries assured
to above said
that he will waive of
land also rethe
conversion
solves so many
charges
laid by
problems which
Upender Reddy
HMDA, and also
are currently
GNMIA President
contribution of 25%
facing with the
of Infrastructure Deunits situated in
velopment fund to
residential zones.
develop
the
Global
Industrial vilEfforts to get land from APIIC
have gone in vein. Finally they lage, wherein the 75% is coming
brought land on their own at through the Central grant from
Ravalkole village in Medchal DC- MSME. This was a great reMandal. Then to finish the task lief for the micro and small inof conversion of agriculture to dustrialists of GNMIA.
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SMEs in

“normal times”

&
in times of crisis
Micro, small and medium enterprises are the
lifelines of any economy. At the same time they
are more vulnerable to crises,
crying for attention from the governments.
V B Shanker an MSME Entrepreneur,
Production & Management Consultant,
discusses the factors and dynamics of MSME
sector in times of crisis

M

V B Shanker
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SMEs and entrepreneurs play a significant role in all
economies and are the key generators of employment
and income, and drivers of innovation and growth.
MSMEs employ more than half of the labour force in the private
sector. Even in the European Union, for example, they account for
over 96 % of all enterprises. Furthermore, over 90 % of these enterprises are Micro-level category with less than 10 workers. Given
their importance in all economies, they are essential for the economic recovery.
Even in ‘normal’ economic conditions governments have recognised that, to survive and grow, MSMEs need specific policies and
programmes – hence the comprehensive range of MSME measures
Make in Telangana i nOVeMBeR 2016

currently in place in a number of
countries. However, at the present time, MSMEs have been especially hard hit by the global
crisis. These firms are more vulnerable now for many reasons:
not only has the traditional challenge of accessing finance continued to apply, but new,
particularly supply-side, difficulties are currently apparent.
Problems more for Niche MSMEs

Graduated to this category at
the instance of Large Automobile, Defense and Aerospace and
FCMG - Fast Moving Consumer
Goods manufacturing units,
seeking multiple opportunities in
design, development, and manufacturing to move up the global
value chain, these enterprises
have focused on innovation,
building intellectual property,
and adopt quality and process
standards to be able to offer complete sub-systems or assemblies.
Both Auto-component and
Aerospace manufacturing are high
technology and capital intensive
industries. Its value chain is characterised by a long project life
cycle spanning R&D, engineering
design, manufacturing, assembly,
maintenance, repair and overhaul.
Intensive technology and safety
requirements require significant
investments in R&D and quality
control. Firms that focused on
multipurpose technologies have
secured their position in the market by becoming specialised suppliers serving different global
value chains. MSMEs of aerospace and precision engineering
sectors have become conscious of
their competitive strengths, which

In present times,
MSMes have been
especially hard hit
by the global crisis.
These firms are
more vulnerable
now for many
reasons: not only
has the traditional
challenge of
accessing finance
continued to apply,
but new, particularly
supply-side,
difficulties are
currently apparent.
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they associate in particular to flexibility and quality of their offering
It must be recognised that in the
current context of the most severe
financial and economic crisis in
decades, various factors such as
increased risk aversion, decreased
liquidity, bleak prospects for economic growth, etc. are having or
are expected to have a highly negative effect on MSMEs and entrepreneurs’ access to short and long
term financing. It is important to
stress that MSMEs are generally
more vulnerable in times of crisis
for many reasons among which
are:
• it is more difficult for them to
downsize as they are already
small;
• they are individually less diversified in their economic
activities;
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•

they have a weaker financial
structure (i.e. lower capitalisation);
• they have a lower or no
credit rating;
• they are heavily dependent
on credit and
• they have fewer financing
options.
MSMEs in global value chains
[Example: Auto-components,
Aerospace, FCMGs] are even
more vulnerable as they often
bear the brunt of the difficulties
of the large firms. With this in
view, the measures that most
governments are taking or planning to take to counteract the effects of the crisis and stimulate
their economies should include
easing SME and entrepreneurship access to finance.

economic slowdown, Indian
MSMEs is further exacerbated.
Safeguarding & Enhancing
MSMEs’ access to liquidity,
especially to bank lending
Despite the fact that some of
the largest banks have been recapitalised with public funds, evidence suggests that banks have
significantly tightened their
credit policies. In order to alleviate the effects on MSMEs of the
twin shock of falling sales and
more difficult access to funding,
governments are using two different approaches to increase
availability of credit to MSMEs:
(a) on the incentive side, the cre-
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Other factors
MSMEs often lack face-toface contact with bank managers
due to the current impersonal
structure of the modern banking
system, banks could consider
balancing their scoring methods
for assessing MSME credit-worthiness with adequate room being
left for “relationship banking”
Returning, to some extent, decision making on MSME loans to
local branches could help in
cases where the circumstances
and viability of individual businesses need to be better accounted for.

Payment delays on receivables, especially
in times of reduced sales, are leading
rapidly to a depletion of working capital.
Because of all around deficits in
governance and consequent ‘policy
paralysis’ and the impact of economic
slowdown, Indian MSMes are further
exacerbated

For MSMEs there are two
related stress factors:
a) increased payment delays on
receivables which added together with an increase in
inventories- result in an endemic shortage of working
capital and a decrease in liquidity and
b) an increase in reported defaults, insolvencies and
bankruptcies amongst them
and of their large and global
(b)
customers
Extended payment delays on
receivables, especially in times of
reduced sales, are leading rapidly
to a depletion of working capital.
Because of all around deficits in
governance and consequent ‘policy paralysis’ and the impact of

dividual MSMEs and banks.

ation and extension of guarantee schemes for loans to
MSMEs, or when that fails
direct public lending;
on the discipline or sanction
side, setting targets for
MSME lending for banks
that have been recapitalised
by public monies, putting
them under administrative
monitoring or putting in
place specific procedures to
solve problems between in-

Consequently, staffing local
branches with personnel who
have adequate skills in dealing
with MSME lending becomes
important. Banks could also enter
partnerships with business service providers to help them reduce
the risks in MSME lending.
Overall, it needs to be stressed
that banks and the financial community are part and parcel of any
solution to the MSME and entrepreneurs’ financing problem.
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Bonding in Skills

with Malaysia

E

fforts in skill development
in Telangana are making
strides day by day. Telangana Academy of Skill and Development (TASK) is taking
innovative approaches by forging
partnerships with local and
global institutions. Latest is the
cooperation with Malaysian
firms for skill development and
industry promotion. Telangana’s
strength of software gets a boost

with hardware support of
Penang, if this partnership flourishes.
A delegation from Telangana
State Government, consisting of
Sujai Karampuri, Director Electronics, Sujiv Nair, CEO of
TASK, and S Suresh, Joint Director Industries has visited State of
Penang, Malaysia, to forge relationships on industry promotion
and skill development. During
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the three day visit during 17-19
October 2016, they met Dr P Ramaswamy, Deputy Chief Minister of Penang to discuss and
agree on cooperation between the
two states.
Malaysian state of Penang and
Telangana are complementary in
nature with Penang having hardware industry and workforce,
while Telangana has well-entrenched IT Software industry,
said Ramaswamy. A collaborative exchange of skill and learnings would benefit both the
states, he said.
The delegation also met with
officials of Penang Development
Corporation (PDC), Penang
Skills
Development
Centre(PSDC), Invest Penang
(promotion wing for industries),
Penang Institute (research institute for policy), Penang Science
Café (electronic hardware maker
space) and visited some of the
companies in the industrial clusters on the island, such as Qdos.
The delegation met with
Muhamed Ali Hajah Mydin,
CEO of PSCD, and Lim Wei
Chen, COO of PSDC, to seek
their cooperation to create hardware skilled workforce in Telangana while extending support to
create software talent in Penang.
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‘India China
Bhai Bhai’ in
SMEs- Kalraj

I

f Elephant and the Dragon
come together it is a huge
market. When India and
China, two giants are into serious business, economy thrives.
This was the sense expressed by
Kalraj Mishra, Minister for
MSME.
"The Indian MSME sector is
poised for a major leap, driven
by the high growth with a high
level of innovation and Indian
MSMEs seek a long-term partnership with Chinese entrepreneurs and investors, especially in
areas like IT and digital, mobile
components and automobile ancillaries," Mishra said at the inauguration of India Pavilion at a
Chinese Trade Fair on 10th October.
Indian small and medium enterprises are seeking a long-term
partnership with Chinese entrepreneurs and investors in IT, mobile components and auto

ancillaries, said Kalraj Mishra in
Guangzhou city in China.
India co-hosted the 13th
China International Small and
Medium Enterprises Fair (CISMEF 2016) at Guangzhou city in
China. As many as 124 small
and medium enterprises from
various parts of India participated in the fair. This fair attracted visitors from China and
various countries and is expected
to provide a huge market opportunity.
Mishra met Xiaodan, ViceMinister of Ministry of Trade
and IT Minister Xin Guobin andheld discussions to enhance cooperation between SMEs of the
two countries.The minister also
expressed concern over the huge
trade imbalance and urged Chinese interlocutors to work with
India to reduce this deficit in the
interest of sustainable bilateral
trade.

'ROBOX STEM LABS'
Social Welfare Students to get skills

A

fter mountaineering now
it is the time for skill development, for the students of residents of social
welfare schools of Telangana.
The Telangana Social Welfare
Residential Educational Institutions Society (TSWREIS) Society in collaboration with Jay
Robotix, a city-based incubated
robotics company, has launched
the ‘ROBOX STEM LABS’
programme.
"This is one of the major
milestones in the history of the
government education sector in
India, and this programme will
help the students acquire 21st
century core skills and make
them reach new heights in life in
a world driven by science and
technology," said R S Praveen
Kumar Secretary of TSWREIS.
The programme aims to mould
the students as innovators and
change makers in the field of
science, technology, engineering and mathematics. The programme, enables the students to
learn science and technology
concepts through experimentation and practical learning in an
interactive classroom environment.
The ROBOX employs student friendly innovative teaching aids like videos, animation,
3D video games, simulation, designing, navigation, etc., and en-

“There is a dire need to impart core skills like analytical,
problem solving, innovation and
leadership skills for the next
generation students of globalised economy” said Praveen
Kumar.
"Establishment of ROBOX
LABS is a major initiative in an
endeavour to promote scientific
temper among the needy and
marginalised children hailing
from poor socio-economic
backgrounds”, said Praveen
ables the students to develop, Kumar. The ROBOX will be innurture and choose their areas of troduced in all schools in a
interest in the field of science phased manner," the Secretary
added.
and technology, it said.
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Skill Development
for Manufacturing Sector
indian economy in the initial years of it’s independence
was focusing on manufacturing sector, the fruits of
which could be seen in the form of growth of industry
and manufacturing sector’s share in exports. Various
factors contributed for the change in the scenario and
now there is an urgent need to revamp our ideas and
priorities to promote manufacturing sector.
dr S Satyanarayana, Professor at Sreenidhi institute of
Science & technology, Hyderabad, discusses one of the
major concerns in this sector, i.e., skill development.
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I

ndian Economy is growing
very fast after liberalization,
privatization and globalization and occupied a respectful
position among the top countries
of the world. Post-liberalization,
India is recognised as country of
computer and software engineers, designers, skilled technicians etc. Many MNCs forayed
into India to setup units in the
areas of information technology
(IT), computer software; IT Enabled services (ITES), electronics,
communication,
automobiles, white goods, education, insurance, finance etc., creating a sudden surge of demand
for skilled technicians and engineers.
In order to meet the heavy demand, governments allowed private sector in the engineering
education to set up colleges.
Some of them exploited the opportunity and finally education
turned into a lucrative business
with the support of the politicians
producing lakhs of graduates
without employable skills resulting in unemployment and under
employment of engineering graduates. The populist schemes like
fee reimbursement announced by
some state governments have further contributed to ruin standards
in engineering education.
India is basically an agrarian
state and most of the people,
about 70% of the total population
live in villages and are employed
in agriculture. However, the mismatch between the work force
and value addition and return on
investment in the agriculture sector compelled the rural folk to

migrate to cities searching for
other types of employment. This
has compounded the already existing crisis in the urban employment.

The shortage of
skilled labour
is both
a problem and an
opportunity. It is a
problem that
manufacturers
everywhere are
anxious to
overcome. It is an
opportunity for
both the
individuals seeking
a career in
manufacturing and
the institutes that
impart the
skills to the
individuals.
Though there is a very good
growth in IT, ITES, Pharmacy,
Banking & Finance, it is not able
to provide employment at all levels of work force. While service
sector would provide high quality
employment opportunities which
are indeed essential in the growth
process, it is benefiting only for
a fraction of the job seekers entering in the job market at graduate level. This type of growth,
straight going to the service sector skipping the manufacturing
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stage is rather unconventional.
Inadequate growth in the manufacturing sector had its adverse
effect on the employment generation.
In response, the Indian Government brought in many
schemes for the growth of manufacturing sector. It has set up a
National Manufacturing Competitive Council, a high-level body
to reform and develop manufacturing sector. Products like machine tools, engineering goods,
automobiles, defence & aerospace, infrastructure, gems and
jewellery, textiles and garments,
quarrying, chemicals, leather and
leather goods etc., are considered
as manufacturing sector. Manufacturing lends greater support
for the youth migrated from the
villages at all levels.
The effect of improvement of
manufacturing sector goes far beyond the goods provided by it as
it is crucial for economy. Manufacturing sells goods to other sectors and in turn buys materials
and services from them for its
growth and development. Manufacturing spurs demand for
everything from raw materials to
intermediate components. It impinges on software to financial,
health, accounting, transportation, and other services in the
course of doing business. It also
creates strong multiplier effects
in the services sector in areas like
traditional trading, financial services etc., and however, inadequate availability of manpower
with requisite skills has become
an impediment for the growth of
this sector.
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Skills for modern
manufacturing
Shift from old time machine
operator working on conventional machines towards today’s
advanced, computerized, programmable, intelligent, multitasking
with
in-process
inspection capability is demanding different skill sets in the manufacturing sector. Manufacturing
is increasingly becoming a
knowledge based profession. It is
critical thinking rather than mere
physical labour. Today there is a
critical shortage of workers in engineering and skilled crafts. The
skills that modern manufacturers
need desperately are skills that
work in tandem with technology
applications present in manufacturing today. Modern manufacturers are looking forn Knowledge of mechanical and
electrical
engineering
processes
n Ability to work with computerized systems
n Ability to read and write machine programming code
n Ability to read manufacturing
drawing with proper interpretation of ASME/ISO Symbols
n Ability to operate automated
manufacturing systems
n Understanding of hydraulic,
pneumatic, and electrical systems
These are the basic skills
which are required to get a placement. Since automation has eliminated many of the manual tasks,
the focus is on preventive maintenance, trouble shooting, productivity improvements and cost
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ITIs and
Polytechnics are
useful for the
manufacturing
industry at
operator and
supervisor level.
Hence, the
government should
strengthen the
existing ITIs and
polytechnics and
start new ones in
the villages, to be
specific, minimum
two ITIs and one
polytechnic for
each revenue
mandal of
Telangana and aP

reduction, developing and managing the human resource and
concentrating on customer satisfaction.
These skills can be neither
taught from a manual nor to be
learnt on a short term basis. It
needs a certain level of education
and to be learnt continuously
through experience, training and
critical thinking.
Aligning Education with Skill
development and labour market
The shortage of skilled labour
is both a problem and an opportunity. It is a problem that manufacturers everywhere are anxious
to overcome. It is an opportunity
for both the individuals seeking a
career in manufacturing and the
institutes that impart the skills to
the individuals across the country
must rush to exploit the situation.
To accomplish the task of skill
development and reform the core
sector, the following points are
important.
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Aptitude of the student
and role of the parents
Many of the parents in southern Indian states, more particularly in AP & Telangana, desire
their wards to study either Engineering or Medical courses but
little consideration is given for
the students’ aptitude and their
interest. These reluctant children
are forced to join engineering just
to satisfy their parents’ ego. The
result is that we are producing
huge number of engineering
graduates but they are unemployable.
Design of curriculum in line
with the Industry requirement
In current global, competitive
age, industry needs to forecast
the obsolescence. The product
designers are to be always alert
and work for continuous improvement and incorporation of
new features in their products in
line with the market demand. To
meet above conditions, sometimes, the entire set up needs
technological up gradation and
also incorporation of lean and
agile, efficient, cost-effective and
flexible systems. Colleges must
understand the frequent changes
and requirements of the industry
and design their curriculum accordingly by continuous interaction with the industry and
experts. Colleges should conduct
surveys on industry requirements
and re orient the curriculum.

China has become
a manufacturing
giant in the last
three decades.
China has seen a
structural
transformation in
its economy by
giving top priority
to manufacturing
sector. The share of
manufacturing
sector in China to
its country’s gdP is
35% where as in
India it is
around 17%.

decades. China has seen a structural transformation in its economy by giving top priority to
manufacturing sector. The share
of manufacturing sector in China
to its country’s GDP is 35%
where as in India it is around
17%. In order to bring Indian
manufacturing sector at par with
other manufacturing giants like
China, Thailand, Malaysia, Mexico etc., it is necessary to analyse
their skill development training
models and implement in India in
the following lines.
n Integration of Manufacturing
and Skill Development
n Compulsory Industry Participation in Education
n Teacher Training in skills
n Curriculum Design in line
with Industry requirement
n Financing for Vocational Education and Technical Training

Adopt Chinese models
China has become a manufacturing giant in the last three
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mentary skills on various manufacturing aspects. Thus their employability skills will be much
higher compared to the non technical school student who comes
directly from the regular school.

Stipend for Vocational Stu- their analytical capability. Thus
dents
there will be an improvement of
n Vocational
Education and the existing product or process.
Training Law
Vocational courses are to be
designed in such a way that they
Industry- Institute -Interaction impart a thorough applicationThough our Engineering Col- based teaching wherein theoretileges and technical institutes are cal concepts of a field are not
producing lakhs of graduates and studied independently but are
technicians, it is observed that subordinated to the techno-operonly about 15% of them possess ational aspects of specific job.
the required employability skills. Every company is looking for
One of the ways of improving the specialist and skill based employsituation is to have close and long ees, and hence vocational educaterm interaction between Indus- tion concept shall fill the gap
try and Institutes in designing between the demand and supply.
curriculum, guest lectures by in- Vocational education is very sucdustry experts, factory visits, cessful in Germany.
project work, in plant training for
Technical Schools:
the teachers and students etc.,
Technical schools train the stuPriority for Part-Time and
dent at high school level on variVocational Education:
ous aspects of the engineering
Working personnel, who are applications and provide them
part time students, as they are al- practicals with hands on experiready employed, can easily grasp ence. They may be directly abtheory and assimilate it with their sorbed in the industry for
practical experience, improve production because of their elen
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Increase the number of ITIs
and Polytechnics
There is a huge requirement of
trained man power at the technician level. Students coming out
of ITIs and Polytechnics are useful for the manufacturing industry at operator and supervisor
level. Hence, the government
should strengthen the existing
ITIs and polytechnics and start
new ones in the villages, to be
specific, minimum two ITIs and
one polytechnic for each revenue
mandal of Telangana and AP.
This will eliminate the manpower
shortage at operator level.
Revamp the existing
training institutes
Government has set up various
institutes in the area of tool design, tool rooms, entrepreneur
development, product design,
plastic processing, hand tools design, electronics testing and calibration, bicycle design and
manufacture, foundry and forging, food processing, leather
goods, common manufacturing
facilities etc. Many of these institutes are defunct and deviated
from the very objective. It is necessary to revamp all these institutes and direct them to
concentrate only on the skill development activities rather than
conducting regular courses simi-
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lar to engineering colleges and
polytechnics to generate revenue.

and dissertation and they are
to be included in the total
score for deciding the final
Strict discipline for UG and PG
percentage
courses in admission
• Admission to all engineering
and examination
colleges in India is to be made
Admission and examination
through only one common enprocedure for all the engineering
trance test. Setting and evalucolleges, in both government and
ation of examination papers of
private sector should be refinal year should be entrusted
vamped. Admission into all the
to professional bodies like Inengineering colleges in India
stitution of Engineers (India)
should be made through a comwho have expertise and expemon entrance test. Management
rience in conducting AMIE
quota for admission should be
Examination, the quality and
scrapped and admissions should
standard of which is much
happen only after qualifying in
high.
the common entrance test. Dis• Ability to work with computsertation at the M Tech and B
erized systems & Design softTech level is to be evaluated by
ware, ability to write machine
experts of other states maintainprogramming code, ability to
ing confidentiality. Project work
operate automated manufacshould get more marks to be
turing systems, Knowledge of
added to the final score. Final
mechanical and electrical enexam should be conducted by
gineering processes, underprofessional bodies like IEI,
standing
of
hydraulic,
IETE etc., and the college faculty
pneumatic, and electrical sysshould not have any role in contems, Ability to read manufacducting and evaluating the final
turing drawing with proper
examination.
interpretation of ASME/ISO
are to be adopted in India to
Symbols, Understand the audevelop employability skills
Conclusions
tomated systems and their
and solve the manpower
• Agriculture is becoming unmaintenance etc.,
shortage of industry.
economical and the agricul- • Government to give more im- • Training institutes set up by
tural labour is migrating to
government under various
portance for ITI and polytechcities in search of alternative
ministries is to be redefined
nic level of education to
types of employment. Thereand transferred to the ministry
overcome the shortage of man
fore it is imperative to develop
of Skill Development, so that
power at technician and supermanufacturing sector which
they all function in tandem
visor level
can alone provide employ- • Strict evaluation of Project
under single controlling aument at all levels of workthority
and Dissertation works at B
(The writer can be
force.
Tech and M Tech level is to be
contacted at• The models of skill developmade and more marks to be
aplmechyd@gmail.com)
ment at Germany and China
allotted for final year project

admission into
all the engineering
colleges in India
should be made
through a common
entrance test.
Management
quota for admission should be
scrapped and
admissions
should happen
only every student
must be admitted
only after
qualifying in the
common
entrance test.
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National SC/ST Hub launched

P

rime Minister
Narendra Modi
launched
the
National SC/ST Hub
to provide support to
entrepreneurs from the
community at Ludhiana on 18 October.
Launching the hub,
Modi said that “The
aspirations of a Dalit
or an Adivasi exceed
those of other youth in the country. If they get an opportunity they
will not lag behind in changing the fortunes of India.”
The hub with an initial outlay of Rs 490 crore, will work towards
strengthening market access/linkage, monitoring, capacity building,
leveraging financial support schemes and sharing industry-best practices.It will also enable central public sector enterprises to fulfill the
procurement target set by the government.
The Public Procurement Policy 2012 stipulates that 4 per cent of
procurement done by ministries, departments and CPSEs will have
to be from enterprises owned by SC/ST entrepreneurs. This hub
comes as the fulfillment of the announcement made in the budget
speech by Finance Minister Arun Jaitley.
Prime Minister also launched the zero defect, zero effect on environment (ZED) scheme for the MSMEs and also presented national awards to the MSMEs.

Sreenidhi Institute of
Science & Technology
organised a two-day
National Conference
on, “Make in India”A new Initiative for IT
and Business
Excellence (Under
TEQUIP-II), during
27-28 October. TIF
President K Sudhir
Reddy was the Chief
Guest in the
Valedictory Function.
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Dashboard on
foreign trade
data launched

C

omplex Trade data has
been broken down into
easy to use, visually appealing dashboard” said Commerce & Industry Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman. Launching
the dashboard on foreign trade
data she said that the new data
would help exporters, importers,
analysts, and researchers and
would also help in better policy
making.
Commerce Ministry has used
technology to share info, to reach
maximum number of people
with real time data, she said.
Commerce Ministry aims to help
exporters, researchers, economists etc to identify & access
global trade opportunities based
on reliable information.
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